Lesson: Trophies
Theme: Rugby heritage

LEVEL

RUG BY HERITAG E

Ed Rugby Online Educational Resource
Lower secondary

DESCRIPTION:
Students explore the historical background to world Rugby. They examine an
historical recount of Rugby in a series of collector cards, construct a time line
and investigate significant events.

OUTCOMES
This lesson contributes to the achievement of the following unit outcomes:

Studies of Society and Environment
Describes how cultural groups, their belief systems and social organisation
contribute to the identity of a society.
Constructs a sequence from a set of events.
Constructs a sequence of some major periods and events.
Portrays an event or occasion from a particular perspective.

SUGGESTED TIME:
50 minutes

WHAT YOU NEED:
– class copies of student handout (at the end of this lesson plan)
– scissors, glue, A4 sheets of paper
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PART 1: TROPHIES
a. Introduce the lesson by explaining that there are a number of major international
Rugby competitions or tournaments played each year and the winning team
of that series is awarded a trophy for the year. The trophy is then contested
in the next series. Brainstorm other sports for which a trophy is contested.
Also discuss trophies schools can ‘win’ in major school sports events each
year. Brainstorm the different forms trophies take and why these are chosen.
Discuss the trophies held by your school.
b. Distribute copies of the Student handout – International trophies for the
year 2003. Explain that these are copies from a Rugby collector card series
featuring the history of the game. Ask students to read the content on each
card. Discuss the cards with the students.
Some suggested questions include:
What kind of information is provided?
Why is this information provided?
In what form is the information provided?
For which Rugby series is a trophy awarded?
Use these questions to help focus students on the content and prepare
them for the timeline activity.
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PART 2: HISTORY
a Distribute copies of the Student handout – Trophy timeline. Organise the
class into pairs. Explain that students work in pairs to produce a timeline
and to complete the handout.
b Ask students to cut out the collector cards and place them in order, from
the earliest year a trophy was awarded to the most current. For example,
the Bledisloe Cup was first contested in 1931.
c Ask students to record the information into the table, using the content on
the cards as the information source. You may choose to compile the table
as a class and ask students to copy down the information from the
whiteboard or overhead projector.

Trophy

First
Description
awarded

Competing
Significant
countries and (historical)
name of series information

Bledisloe 1931
Cup

huge silver cup

Australia and
New Zealand

-token of goodwill
-best of two series each
year, with a match in
each country

Puma
Trophy

bronze statue
of the
Argentinean
team emblem

Australia and
Argentina

-contested each year
-last won by the
Wallabies in 2002

1979

PART 3: REFLECTION
Reflect on the significance of these international contests and how they have
contributed to the tradition and heritage of world Rugby. Reflect on the value of
diversity in sports competitions and the contributions made by players in the
competing teams.
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PART 4: EXTENSION
Students design a table to record and display the number of times a trophy
has been contested and the wins, losses and draws for each competing
country.
Find out what makes the Bledisloe Cup a unique sporting event and why the
1978 series is considered to be a turning point for Australia.
Display a class summary of all international Rugby trophies and the current
country that holds the trophy. Add to your Rugby wall.
Arrange to have an international Rugby player visit the school. Do some
research and develop a range of interview questions with the class related
to the privileges and traditions of representing your own country in the
international arena.
Organise a table to record the trophies and other awards won by people at
your school.

Explore www.rugby.com.au/edrugby (select ‘ONLINE RESOURCE’) for a
student interactive activity related to this lesson.
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INTERNATIONAL TROPHIES 1
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STUDENT HANDOUT

S

Current as of 2003.
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INTERNATIONAL TROPHIES 2
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STUDENT HANDOUT

S

Current as of 2003.
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INTERNATIONAL TROPHIES 3
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STUDENT HANDOUT

S

Current as of 2003.
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Bledisloe Cup

Trophy

First awarded

Description
name of series

Competing countries/
(historical) background

Significant

RUG BY HERITAG E
STUDENT HANDOUT TROPHY TIMELINE
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Trophy

First awarded

Description
name of series

Competing countries/
(historical) background

Significant

RUG BY HERITAG E
STUDENT HANDOUT TROPHY TIMELINE
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